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An Air Index for Spatial Query
Processing in Road Networks
Weiwei Sun, Chunan Chen, Baihua Zheng,Member, IEEE, Chong Chen, and Peng Liu
Abstract—Spatial queries such as range query and kNN query in road networks have received a growing number of attention in real
life. Considering the large population of the users and the high overhead of network distance computation, it is extremely important to
guarantee the efficiency and scalability of query processing. Motivated by the scalable and secure properties of wireless broadcast
model, this paper presents an air index called Network Partition Index (NPI) to support efficient spatial query processing in road
networks via wireless broadcast. The main idea is to partition the road network into a number of regions and then build the index to
carry some pre-computation information of each region. We also propose multiple client-side algorithms to facilitate the processing of
different spatial queries such as kNN query, range query and CNN query. A comprehensive experimental study has been conducted to
demonstrate the efficiency of our scheme.
Index Terms—Wireless data broadcast, kNN query, air indexing, road network
Ç
1 INTRODUCTION
MOBILE devices with computational and wireless com-munication capabilities are becoming more and more
popular in our daily life. Most of these mobile devices such
as smart phones and pads are equipped with positioning
systems. The integration of positioning techniques and
mobile computing techniques has led to the rapid rise of
Location-Based Services (LBSs). For example, mobile users
ask for nearby information via issuing spatial queries in
road networks (e.g., range queries and kNN queries) [1].
In most, if not all, of the works, point-to-point accessmodel
is employed to process queries in road networks [2], [3], [4].
It assumes the mobile client posts a query to the server, and
then the server returns the query result to the client through
a point-to-point channel. Although this model is ideal for
many applications, it has some disadvantages in supporting
spatial query processing in the road network. For example,
when multiple clients located in the same area request for
the same information, this model wastes network resources
to deliver the same information multiple times. In other
words, this model might cause network overloading when
the number of mobile clients increases. In addition, it is
very hard for the clients to protect their location privacy
under this model as the mobile clients have to send the
details of their locations to the server.
Wireless data broadcast is an alternative to disseminate
data to mobile clients. Under this model, the server periodi-
cally broadcasts the data via a wireless channel, while the
clients tune in the channel to retrieve the information inter-
ested in. A broadcast of the common requested data can sat-
isfy an arbitrary number of mobile clients simultaneously,
which is of great significance in wireless networks with lim-
ited bandwidth. In other words, the unique feature that the
network overload is independent of the number of clients
offers the broadcast systems with super scalability. Another
advantage of this model is that there is no need to pass the
clients’ locations to the server, and hence the location pri-
vacy of clients is well protected.
Traditional technologies utilize disk-based spatial index
[1], [2], [3], [4] to speed up spatial query processing in road
networks. These indexes are not suitable in broadcast model
for two reasons: i) Existing indexing techniques consider
only random access in disk-based environments, whereas
broadcast model only supports sequential access; ii) Disk-
based indexes mainly aim at reducing access latency (AT);
while in wireless broadcast model, the tuning time (TT) is
the other important metric, which determines the energy
consumption and Internet traffic charge. The development
of new air indexes for spatial query processing in wireless
broadcast environments is in high demand.
In the literature, there are a lot of works on wireless data
broadcast to address various system issues, among which
several proposals are on delivering spatial data via wireless
data broadcast. These techniques mainly focus on euclidean
space [5], [6], [7]. However, in most of real life applications,
the objects’ movement is constrained by road networks.
Recently, [8], [9] propose air indexes to support shortest
path queries in wireless broadcast environments. However,
the issue of supporting spatial queries (e.g., range queries
and kNN queries) on road networks via broadcasting sys-
tems has not been addressed yet.
In this paper, we propose a novel spatial air index namely
Network Partition Index (NPI) to support a variety of spatial
queries in road networks. Compared with existing schemes,
NPI is a more general wireless broadcast scheme to dissemi-
nate the road network data to mobile clients. The main idea
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is to partition the original network into smaller cells, and to
pre-compute some information (e.g., the minimum network
distance between every two cells and the diameter of every
cell) that will be carried byNPI. On the server side, it periodi-
cally broadcasts NPI, together with the network connectivity
information of each cell. On the client side, upon issuing
queries, they tune in the channel to fetch the index informa-
tion first, based on which some cells that definitely do not
contain the query results can be pruned away. Then, the
mobile clients only need to retrieve the data corresponding
to those cells that might contain the results. After download-
ing the subset of the road network information, the query
processing is executed at the client side. The contributions of
this paper can be summarized as follows:
 We propose a novel air index namely NPI to broad-
cast road network data to mobile clients to support
spatial query processing at client side.
 We propose multiple client-side search algorithms to
support different spatial queries efficiently, includ-
ing range query, kNN query, and CNN query.
 An extensive simulation is constructed using real
road network data to demonstrate the efficiency of
NPI.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 briefly introduces the wireless broadcast model
and overviews the existing work on air index for LBSs, as
well as the query processing techniques in road networks.
Section 3 presents our NPI broadcast scheme. Section 4 dis-
cusses how to process different spatial queries at the client
side. Section 5 discusses the optimal grid granularity selec-
tion. Section 6 reports the experimental evaluation results,
and finally Section 7 concludes this paper.
2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Wireless Data Broadcast
In the wireless data broadcast model, the server repeatedly
broadcasts the data to the clients via a wireless channel,
while the mobile clients tune into the broadcast channel to
retrieve the data on air and process the query locally. Usu-
ally, access latency and tuning time are the main perfor-
mance metrics for a wireless broadcast system [10]. The
former refers to the time elapsed from the moment a query
is issued to the moment it is answered; and the latter is the
time a mobile client stays in active mode to receive the
requested spatial data and index information. On the one
hand, access latency well demonstrates the responsiveness
of the system and is very important to user experience. On
the other hand, tuning time is the determinant factor of the
power consumption at client side [11] and hence a smaller
tuning time is preferred. In addition, smaller tuning time
means less Internet usage by the clients. This is desirable
as the mobile users might be charged by the amount of
Internet traffic.
Air indexing techniques are often used for conserving the
energy of mobile clients. With indexing information (includ-
ing searchable attributes and delivery time of data objects)
carried by air indexes, mobile clients can find out the arrival
time of desired data objects and schedule the sleep time for
sub-sequential data access. Consequently, the search of data
objects is facilitated.
The (1, m) indexing scheme [10], as depicted in Fig. 1, is
the most common organization of the broadcast cycle. It
divides the broadcast data into m equal parts (data seg-
ments) and broadcasts each data segment preceded by the
index on the broadcast channel. In other words, the index
information is broadcast m times within one broadcast
cycle. Although the repeated index information extends the
broadcast cycle and hence the average access latency, it
effectively cuts down the tuning time.
2.2 Spatial Query Processing in Wireless Broadcast
Environments
Hambrusch et al. [12] use a traditional spatial index, i.e.,
R*-tree,to support range queries in wireless broadcast envi-
ronments. This method can efficiently support range
queries but not those with answer objects not fixed, e.g.,
kNN query [6]. The D-tree [5] and Grid-index [13] have
been proposed to support NN queries in wireless broad-
cast environments. They use Voronoi Diagram to partition
the service area into disjoint Voronoi cells (VCs) with each
corresponding to one object. Given an object a, it is guaran-
teed to be the nearest neighbor to any client located inside
the corresponding VC. However, both D-tree and grid-
index are not general index structures as they only support
1NN query. The Hilbert space-filling curve, a spatially
optimal method to transform the multi-dimensional data
into a one-dimensional space, has been applied to organize
spatial data in the sequentially accessed broadcast channel.
Representatives include Hilbert Curve Index (HCI) [14] and
Distributed Spatial Index (DSI) [6]. Mouratidis et al. [7] pro-
pose the Broadcast Grid Index (BGI), which outperforms the
previous techniques in both static and dynamic environ-
ments. BGI uses grid cell as the index because grid cell is
not only of small size but also very efficient for objects
updates.
However, all above-mentioned approaches only consider
the spatial queries in a euclidean space. In many real life
applications, the objects’ movements are constrained in a
road network. The index techniques such as R*-tree based
method or grid cell can’t be directly applied in road net-
works because the network distance (i.e., the shortest path
distance) can’t be computed using only the boundary of the
minimum boundary rectangle (MBR) or grid cell. The same
problem occurs in the Voronoi-based technique and the Hil-
bert-curve based methods.
2.3 Spatial Query Processing in Road Networks
In general, a road network is modeled as an undirected
graph GðV;EÞ, with V being the set of vertices and E being
the set of edges. As road networks usually are sparse graphs,
it is common to store G using adjacency lists. An edge
ðvi; vjÞ 2 E represents that vertices vi and vj are connected in
the network. The weights of edges are captured by W . A
Fig. 1. (1,m) interleaving technique on the broadcast channel.
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non-negative weight wðvi; vjÞ 2W of edge ðvi; vjÞ 2 E can
represent physical distance, travel time or other costs accord-
ing to different application context. Given two vertices vi and
vj of a graphGðV;EÞ, a path and the shortest path connecting
them are defined in Definition 1. In this paper, the distance
(or the network distance) between two vertices in a road net-
work refers to their shortest distance.
Definition 1 (Path and Shortest Path). Given a road network
GðV;EÞ and vi; vj 2 V , a path P ðvi; vjÞ connecting vi and vj
sequentially passes vertices vp1; vp2 . . . ; vpm, denoted as
P ðvi; vjÞ ¼ {vi, vp1, vp2, . . ., vpm, vj}. The length of P ðvi; vjÞ,
denoted as jP ðvi; vjÞj, is
Pm
n¼0 wðvpn, vpðnþ1ÞÞ with vp0 ¼ vi
and vpðmþ1Þ ¼ vj. The shortest path SP ðvi; vjÞ is the one with
the shortest length among all the paths from vi and vj, and its
length, denoted as jjvi; vjjjð¼ jSP ðvi; vjÞjÞ, is the network dis-
tance between vi and vj.
Fig. 2 depicts an example road network, which serves as
a running example in the remainder of this paper. It consists
of 14 vertices and 17 edges. The integer next to each edge
indicates its weight. From Fig. 2 we can easily see that
SP ðv1; v5Þ ¼ fv1; v4; v5g and jjv1; v5jj ¼ 2.
In traditional spatial databases, spatial query processing
in road networks has been well studied. R-trees have been
used to store the objects, the crosses in the road network,
and the shapes of the road segments [3]. Two different algo-
rithms, namely IER and INE, based on this storage schema
have been proposed. NVD applies Voronoi Diagrams on
road networks to support general kNN queries [2]. The net-
work embedding framework has also been utilized to pro-
cess kNN queries in road networks [1]. A distance signature
based solution (DS) has been proposed to process range
query and kNN query in road networks [15]. Shortest Path
Quad-tree (SPQ) has also been proposed to support best-
first kNN search [4].
However, the query processing techniques mentioned
above can’t be applied directly in wireless broadcast envi-
ronments. This is because in the traditional spatial data-
base, data are stored in disk or memory and can be
accessed randomly. Consequently, the algorithms devel-
oped assume the data are always available. However, in
wireless broadcast systems, the data are broadcast based
on certain fixed order. Once the information is broadcast,
the client has to wait for the next time the same informa-
tion is broadcast as the information is only available when
it is broadcast.
Due to space limitation, we only review three represen-
tative approaches, i.e., IER, INE, and NVD. Their ineffi-
ciency is actually common to other approaches as well.
Given a query point q and an integer k, IER needs search
the R-tree index to retrieve the kNN of q according to
euclidean distance. As discussed in Section 2.2, kNN algo-
rithms using R-tree index in wireless broadcast environ-
ments may cause long access latency due to backtracking.
INE shares some similarity with Dijkstra’s algorithm [16]
when exploring the road network. From the query issuing
point, it expands the road network based on network dis-
tance, while the adjacency lists of all the nodes are broad-
cast by the server based on certain fixed order. In other
words, it is very likely that when the client needs to retrieve
the adjacency list of node n, it has been already broadcast in
the current cycle. The client has to wait until the next
broadcast cycle to retrieve n’s information, which results in
long access latency. Alternatively, the client may read the
data in the entire broadcast cycle to cut down the access
latency, in cost of large tuning time. NVD suffers from the
same problem. Suppose a 2NN query is issued. The client
can find its nearest neighbor by locating the network Voro-
noi cell, says Vq, it is in. Then, it has to explore Vq’s adjacent
diagrams in order to find the second nearest neighbor.
However, some of the Vq’s adjacent diagrams might be
broadcast earlier than Vq in the current broadcast cycle. The
client has to either wait until the next cycle or blindly
retrieve all the data within one cycle.
The wireless broadcast model is first adopted by Kellaris
and Mouratidis [8] to provide LBSs in road networks. Two
different methods, namely EB and NR, are proposed to sup-
port shortest path computation on air. An energy-efficient
air index, namely BagIndex, has also been proposed to sup-
port shortest path queries. Both [8] and [9] only support
shortest path queries but not common spatial queries such
as range query and kNN query. A more general index that
can support multiple spatial queries is desired.
3 NPI: AIR INDEX FOR SPATIAL QUERY
PROCESSING IN ROAD NETWORKS
The result of a spatial query often lies somewhere near the
client’s location. For example, the 10 nearest restaurants to a
query point q are centered at q and they are not far away
from q. This is because: i) points of interest such as restau-
rants are usually very dense in a real road network, and ii)
the value of k posted by the mobile user won’t be too large
because it is meaningless and not practical for a mobile
device to deal with hundreds or thousands of objects. In
other words, the client needs not to read the network infor-
mation too far away.
Motivated by this observation, we partition the original
road network into small regions and pre-compute certain
information for each region, which forms the index (i.e.,
NPI). The index information, as well as the adjacency lists
of each region, is interleaved in the broadcast channel. In
this section, we first introduce the network partition and
Fig. 2. Partitioning a road network into 22 grids.
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some important concepts. Then, we present the information
carried by NPI. Next, we discuss the content of the data seg-
ment, i.e., the road network structure represented by the
adjacency lists as well as the objects location and descrip-
tion. Finally, we explain how to interleave the index and
data segment in a wireless channel.
3.1 Grid Partition of the Road Networks
There are several strategies to partition the road network
[17]. In this paper, we adopt the grid partitioning algorithm
for the size of a grid index is very small. Other partition
methods such as quadtree partition or kd-tree partition can
be applied into our NPI too. The road network is partitioned
into n n (¼ N) equal-size grids. Here, n refers to the num-
ber of grids in each dimension. All the grid cells Gi;j
(1  i,j  n) are in square shape with w being the side
length. The header of NPI contains the grid partition infor-
mation, i.e., the minimum/maximum x/y coordinate of the
service area (denoted as min x/min y, max x/max y), and
the grid width w. Given a client located at a position pðx; yÞ,
the grid cell Gi;j that the client falls in can be computed with
Equation (1). As shown in Fig. 2, the road network is parti-
tioned into 2 2 (i.e., n ¼ 2 and N ¼ 4) grids. The nodes v1,
v3, and v4 are in the grid cell G2;1, the nodes v2, v5, and v6 are
in the grid cell G2;2, and so on.
i ¼ ðymin yÞ=wd e
j ¼ ðxmin xÞ=wd e:

(1)
For the purpose of convenience in expression, we assign
each cell with one unique ID (from 1 to N) based on some
specific mapping function. In the rest of this paper, we use
the notation Ca to refer to the cell with ID of a and avoid
using the two-dimensional notation Gi;j. Fig. 3 shows the
mapping result of the cells in Fig. 2. For example, C1 refers
to the grid cell G1;1 and C3 refers to the grid cell G2;2. The
details of the mapping function will be given later.
3.2 Pre-Computation Information
As we mentioned before, NPI contains the grid partition
information in its header. Now we explain the second type
of information carried by NPI, i.e., some pre-computation
information of the road network. Before we present the
details of the pre-computation information, we first intro-
duce the concept of border points, as defined in Definition 2.
Definition 2 (Border points). Given a vertex u located in the
grid cell Ca, u is called a border point of Ca if u is connected to
another vertex v that is located in another grid cell Cb (a 6¼ b)
via an edge ðu; vÞ.
Border points refer to those vertices lying on the edges
bypassing more than one grid cell. For example, as shown
in Fig. 2, vertices v2 and v4 are border points as the corre-
sponding edge (v2, v4) bypasses two grid cells, i.e., C2 and
C3. All the border points are indicated by hollow-circles in
Fig. 2. We use BPa to refer to all the border points located
inside cell Ca, e.g., BP1 ¼ {v8} and BP2 ¼{v3, v4}.
Obviously, the border points of a given cellCa serve as the
only entrances to and exits from Ca, e.g., all the paths from a
point located outside cell C1 to a point inside C1 must pass
v8, the only border point ofC1. Consequently, for each pair of
cells Ca and Cb, we pre-compute the minimum network dis-
tance aa;b (or maximum network distance ba;b) between any
border point p of Ca and any border point p
0 of Cb, i.e., aa;b ¼
MINp2BPa;p02BPb (jjp; p0jj), and ba;b ¼ MAXp2BPa;p02BPb
(jjp; p0jj). aa;b and ba;b can facilitate the approximation of the
network distance from a point in cell Ca to a point located in
another grid cellCb. This will be detailed in the next section.
Take the cells C2 and C4 in our example road network
as an example. Since BP2 ¼ {v3, v4} and BP4 ¼ v9, v13, a2;4
¼ MIN(jjv3; v9jj, jjv3; v13jj, jjv4; v9jj, jjv4; v13jj) ¼ jjv4; v9jj ¼ 4,
and b2;4 ¼MAX(jjv3; v9jj, jjv3; v13jj, jjv4; v9jj, jjv4; v13jj) ¼
jjv4; v13jj ¼ 6. These distance data are maintained by a
N N matrix M, namely distance bound matrix. Each ele-
ment of M, denoted as da;b, contains the lower bound aa;b
and the upper bound ba;b of the network distance between
the border points of cell Ca and border points of another
cell Cb. That’s, da;b ¼ ðaa;b;ba;bÞ, for (1  a, b  N). The dis-
tance bound matrix for our example road network is
depicted in Fig. 4. The other pre-computation information
is the diameter of each cell, as defined in Definition 3. Back
to our example network. The diameters of C1, C2, C3, and
C4 are 3, 1, 1 and 6 respectively (notice that dia(C4) ¼
jv9; v14j jj ¼ 6).
Definition 3 (Cell Diameter). Given a grid cell Ca, the diame-
ter of Ca is defined as the maximum distance between all pairs
of vertices located in Ca, i.e., diaðCaÞ ¼MAXv;v02Ca ðjjv; v0jjÞ.
In addition, the number of objects located inside each cell
is also pre-computed. The objects in Ca is denoted as Ca:obj,
and the number thereof is denoted as Caj j. The four black
squares in Fig. 2 indicate the objects in the road network.
We can easily see that C1j j ¼ C2j j ¼ C3j j ¼ C4j j ¼ 1.
The structure of NPI is depicted in Fig. 5. To be more spe-
cific, NPI contains three components: i) the header part
which contains the grid information, i.e., the size of the road
network represented by (min x, min y) and (max x,
max y), the grid width w, and an array of N elements, with
each element ei carrying the number of objects in Ci and the
diameter of Ci respectively, i.e., ei ¼ ( Cij j, dia(Ci)); ii) a
pointer array with each pi pointing to the next broadcast
time of the ith row in the distance bound matrixM; and iii)
the distance bound matrixM.
Fig. 3. Grid cells ordered by Hilbert Curve.
Fig. 4. Example distance bound matrix.
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3.3 Data Segment
As depicted in Fig. 1, a broadcast program contains index
and data. In the context of this work, the index refers to
NPI, while the data refers to the network structure of the
road network and the object information1, in the unit of grid
cell. Here, we assume the road network structure is cap-
tured by the adjacency lists.
For example, the data corresponding to the grid cell C2 of
our example network is depicted in Fig. 6. The first part is
the adjacency lists corresponding to all the vertices inside
C2, which are broadcast according to order of the node ID.
Take the structure of v1’s adjacency list as an example. The
integer “2” in the first row indicates the number of neigh-
bors of v1; in the following two rows, those two neighbors
are listed. Each neighbor is represented by a four-tuple vec-
tor. Take the vector (v3, 1, 0, null) corresponding to v3 as the
example. The first field ”v3” is the adjacent node which
means v3 is connected to v1; the second field is an integer
”1” indicating the weight of the edge (v1, v3); the third field
is an integer ”0” which means the number of object lying on
this edge; and the last field is a pointer (offset in the chan-
nel) which points to the first object on this edge. If there is
no object on this edge, the pointer is set to null.
Notice that objects corresponding to the same edge are
always broadcast together. In other words, with the third
and fourth fields, the client is able to retrieve all the objects
associated with a given edge. All the objects are broadcast
in the second part right after the adjacency lists, as shown in
Fig. 6. First, dis indicates the distance from the object to the
vertex of the edge with smaller node ID, i.e., it represents
the location of object along the edge. In our example, dis ¼
0.8 means: along the edge ðv1; v4Þ, the distance between
object o4 and the vertex with smaller ID (i.e., v1) is 0.8. Then,
different information of the objects can be carried by the tex-
tual description, which is based on the application settings.
As shown in Fig. 6, we assume the objects are restaurants,
and the textual description it carries includes the name of
the restaurant, the average price, and so on.
3.4 Data Organization on Air
After presenting the index structure and data segment con-
tent, we are ready to discuss how to organize them in a
wireless channel. First, as service area is partitioned into N
grid cells, we need to decide the broadcast order of grid
cells. The order might not be important for some queries,
but it has a direct impact on the performance of spatial
query processing. In this paper, we use the Hilbert space fill-
ing curve as the mapping function to sort grid cells into a
one-dimensional space, which is widely used for spatial
query processing in wireless broadcast environment [6], [7],
[14]. Fig. 3 depicts the Hilbert curve for a (2 2) grid of our
example road network. The Hilbert values for cell G1;1 and
G2;2 are 1 and 3, respectively. According to [14], given a cell
Gi;j, the client can compute the Hilbert value ofGi;j in a con-
stant time. Moreover, as Hilbert curve can preserve the spa-
tial locality, the cells with close Hilbert values are normally
close to each other as well. In other words, the grid cells
that contain the objects requested by a user will appear
closely in the wireless channel, which will facilitate the cli-
ent’s data retrieval process.
We assume NPI is much smaller, compared with the data
segments, and hence we adopt (1, m) scheme as the data
organization strategy for better tuning time performance.
Each index segment contains the entire NPI. The grid cells
are ordered based on their Hilbert values, and their data are
partitioned into m parts with each part carried by one data
segment. In the broadcast channel, we interleave index seg-
ments with data segments, as shown in Fig. 1.
4 CLIENT-SITE QUERY PROCESSING
As explained before, the NPI enables the client to easily get
the following information:i) the distribution of the objects;
ii) the approximate network distance from the query point
to other grid cells and hence to the objects; and iii) the
arrival time of the data in each grid cell. Based on the above
information, clients can answer various kinds of spatial
queries in road networks. In this section, we discuss the
search algorithms based on NPI for range queries, snapshot
kNN queries, and continuous kNN queries.
The basic idea of the search algorithms is to first locate the
grid cell containing the client and then to read the lower and
upper bound of its distance to other grid cells. According to
the distance bounds and the distribution of the objects, the
client can get the locations of the candidate objects. Then, fol-
lowing the NPI, the clients can retrieve the cells containing
the candidate objects but ignore the rest. When the candidate
objects are locally available, the clients can locate the result
objects based on real network distance via local processing.
Because the mobile clients usually ask for nearby informa-
tion (e.g., the range of range queries is normally small), the
number of candidate cells is much smaller compared with
the total number of cells. In other words, the retrieved grid
Fig. 5. Structure of NPI.
Fig. 6. Data structure of C2.
1. In this work, the object information contains the object’s location
and its description.
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cells will form a sub-graph that is significantly smaller than
the original road network. In other words, it is practical for
mobile clients to adopt some basic road network exploring
techniques for the local processing. In our simulation, we
adapt Dijkstra’s algorithm because it is simple and efficient
in the small sub-graph downloaded by clients.
Before we present different search algorithms, we
highlight an important assumption we make. Like many
other existing works [4], [8], [9], we assume the clients’
locations are located at network nodes to simplify our dis-
cussion. However, our algorithms can be easily extended
to support cases where clients’ locations are located along
the network edges.
4.1 Range Queries
Given a query point q, a value d and a dataset S in a road
network, a range query retrieves all the objects in S that are
within the network distance d from q, denoted as Range
(q, d, S) = {o j o 2 S ^ jjo; qjj  d}. As the network distance
between objects a and b will not be shorter than the lower
bound ai;j between cells Ci and Cj with a 2 Ci:obj and
b 2 Cj:obj (i.e., jja; bj  ai;j), only those cells Cn with their
lower bound distances an;q to cell Cq bounded by dmay con-
tain the result objects, i.e., Rangeðq; d; SÞ  fo j o 2S
an;qdCn:objg. The correctness of above statement is
guaranteed by Lemma 1.
Lemma 1. Given a point q located at grid cell Cq and a grid cell
Cn, if an;q > d, the network distance from any object inside Cn
to q is larger than d, i.e., q 2 Cq ^ an;q > d ) 8 o 2 Cn.obj,
jjo; qjj  an;q > d.
Proof. The proof is straightforward and hence it is ignored
for space saving. tu
Based on above finding, the algorithm for supporting
range query is straightforward. We adopt the filtering-and-
refinement strategy, and Algorithm 1 lists its pseudo-code.
In the filtering phase, the client listens to NPI. It locates the
cell Cq it lies in based on its location and the grid partition
information, and then fetches the qth row of the distance
bound matrix (lines 1-4). Based on ai;q, it can decide all the
cells that might contain the result objects and filter out the
rest (lines 5-7). It then retrieves the candidate cells one by
one (lines 8-12), constructs a sub-graph locally based on all
the candidate cells, and finally retrieves the result objects
using Dijkstra’s algorithm to finish the processing (lines 13).
It is noticed that the shortest path located based on the sub-
graph locally at client side is the real shortest path guaran-
teed by Lemma 2.
Algorithm 1:NPI-Based Range Query Processing on Air
Input: a source point q, a value d and a dataset S
Output: Range(q, d, S)
Procedure:
1: TuneIntoChannel();
2: NPIHeader = retrieveIndexHeader();
3: locate the grid cell Cq containing q;
4: read the qth row Rq corresponding to Cq in the
matrix;
5: for each cell Ci do
6: if aq;i  d then add Ci to the candidate cells;
7: sort the candidate cells by their arrival time;
8: for each candidate cell do
9: sleepUntilCellBroadcast();
10: TuneIntoChannel();
11: adjacencyLists = retrieveCell();
12: subGraph.add(adjacencyLists);
13: return DijkstraExpansion(subGraph, q, d);
Lemma 2. Given a point q located at grid cell Cq and a distance
bound d, let set Ccan be the set of grid cells Cn with an;q  d,
i.e., Ccan ¼ { Cn jan;q  dg. For any given object located in the
road network, if its shortest distance to q is bounded by d, its
shortest path only passes the cells inside Ccan. In other words,
the local shortest paths from q located in the partial network
formed by grid cells in Ccan with distance bounded by d are the
real shortest path.
Proof. Let G0 denote the partial road network formed by
the grid cells of Ccan. Assume the lemma is not valid,
and there is at least one object o whose shortest path
P1ðq; oÞ located based on G0 is not the real one. In other
words, the real shortest path SP ðq; oÞ must pass at least
one grid cell Cj outside Ccan, i.e., 9v 2 Cj ^ Cj =2 Ccan
such that v 2 SP ðq; oÞ. As SP ðq; oÞ is the real shortest
path, and P1ðq; oÞ is the local shortest path, jSP ðq; oÞj <
jP1ðq; oÞj  d. As v is on the shortest path SP ðq; oÞ,
jSP ðq; vÞj < jSP ðq; oÞj < d. Given the fact that q 2 Cq and
v 2 Cj, we can derive aj;q  d based on the finding that
SP ðq; dÞ < d according to Lemma 1. As Ccan ¼ fCn jan;q 
dg; Cj 2 Ccan that contradicts with our assumption
Cj =2 Ccan. Consequently, our assumption is invalid, and
the proof completes. tu
We use an example to explain the query processing for a
range query. As shown in Fig. 7, there are four objects in the
road network (i.e., o1, o2, o3, o4) and a range query is issued at
q (i.e., located at node v5) with d ¼ 3. The client first tunes
into the channel and retrieves the header of NPI. Based on
the size of the service area and the width of the grid cell, the
client understands that it is located inside cell C3 according
to Equation (1). Then, it fetches the third row of the distance
bound matrix and knows the minimum distances from a
Fig. 7. Range query processing.
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border node ofC3 to a border node of C1,C2,C3 andC4 are 5,
1, 0 and 3, respectively. As d ¼ 3, objects in cell C1 are defi-
nitely not qualified and hence C1 is filtered out. In other
words, cellsC2,C3 andC4 are the candidate cells whose adja-
cency lists shall be retrieved by the client in order to find out
the result objects. Accordingly, the client downloads the data
segments of C2, C3 and C4, and re-constructs the partial road
network locally, i.e., the shaded area in Fig. 7. Finally, the cli-
ent explores the partial road network from q based on
Dijkstra’s algorithm to find out the result objects o2 and o4.
4.2 kNN Queries
Given a query point q and a dataset S in a road network, a k
nearest neighbor (kNN) query retrieves the k objects in S
whose network distances to q are the k smallest, denoted as
kNNðq; k; SÞ ¼ fO ¼ S i2½1;koi jO  S ^ 8o0 2 S O; 8oi 2
O; jjq; o0jj  jjq; oijjg. Different from range queries, the search
area of an kNN query is not fixed as it depends on the loca-
tion of q and the value of k. In order to find out the candi-
date cells, we need to decide the upper bound distance dmax
between q and any of its result objects, i.e., 8oi 2 O, jjq; oijj 
dmax ^ 9o0 2 O, jjq; o0jj ¼ dmax. Once dmax is decided, an kNN
query can be converted into a range query, i.e., retrieving
the objects that are within network distance dmax to q. In the
following, we explain how to estimate dmax based on NPI.
Our estimation of dmax is based on the upper bound of the
network distance between any object in Cu and any object in
Cv, denoted as UB(Cu, Cv), i.e., 8u 2 Cu:obj; 8v 2 Cv:obj;
jju; vjj  UBðCu;CvÞ. Recall that NPI keeps the diameter
diaðCuÞ of each cell Cu and the maximum distance bu;v
between border nodes of two cells Cu and Cv. Then, we can
deriveUB(Cu,Cv), as stated in Lemma 3.
Lemma 3. Given two cells Cu and Cv, the network distance
between any object u in Cu and any object v in Cv is bounded
by ðdiaðCuÞ þ diaðCvÞ þ bu;vÞ, denoted as UBðCu; CvÞ 
diaðCuÞ þ diaðCvÞ þ bu;v.
Proof.Assume the above statement is not valid, and there is
at least one pair of objects (u, v) such that u is in Cu and v
is in Cv with jju; vjj > disðCuÞ þ diaðCvÞ þ bu;v. As u and v
are located in different cells, the shortest path between u
and vwill pass a border node b1 of Cu and a border node
b2 of Cv. In other words, SP ðu; vÞ starts from u, then
leaves Cu via b1, reaches Cv via b2, and finally reaches v,
i.e., jju; vjj ¼ jju; b1jj þ jjb1; b2jj þ jjb2; vjj. As jjb1; b2jj 
bu;v, jju; b1jj  diaðCuÞ and jjb2; vjj  diaðCvÞ, jju; vjj 
disðCuÞ þ diaðCvÞ þ bu;v. Consequently, our assumption
is not valid, and our proof completes. tu
With the help of Lemma 3, dmax can be estimated as fol-
lows. Given a query point q located in a cell Cq, we access the
cells Ci based on non-descending order of aq;i, i.e., Ci will be
visited earlier than Cj if aq;i < aq;j. If there is a tie (i.e., there
are two cells Ci and Cj with aq;i ¼ aq;jÞ, UBðCq;CiÞ and
UBðCq; CjÞ are used as the tie-breaker and the one with
smaller UB value will be visited first. Two parameters are
maintained during this process, one to count the total num-
ber of objects in all the cells visited so far, denoted as count,
and the other being UBðdmaxÞ, the upper-bound of dmax. For
each visited cellCi, we calculateUBðCq;CiÞ and set UBðdmaxÞ
to the maximum UBðCq;CiÞ found so far, andmeanwhile we
check jCij and update count. This process continues until
count reaches k. Lemma 4 proves the correctness of above
process to approximate dmax.
Lemma 4. Suppose a road network is partitioned intoN grid cells
Ci with i 2 ½1; N  and an kNN query is issued at point q
located at grid cell Cq. Assume a set C
0 consists of a few cells
which satisfy following conditions: i) C0  S i2½1;N Ci; ii)
8Ca 2 C0; 8Cb 2 ð
S
i2½1;N Ci  C0Þ, aq;a  aq;b; and iii)P
Ca2C0 Caj j  k. Then, dmax MAX8Ca2C0UBðCq; CaÞ.
Proof. Assume the above statement is not valid, and
there is at least one result object o 2 kNNðq; k; SÞ
with dmax  jjq; ojj > MAX8Ca2C0UBðCq; CaÞ. Based on
Lemma 3, we know object o must be located in some
cell Co such that Co =2 C0. On the other hand, asP
Ca2C0 Caj j  k and o 2 kNNðq; k; SÞ, there must be at
least one object o0 located in a cell Co0 (2 C0) such
that o0 =2 kNNðq; k; SÞ. Then jjq; o0jj  UBðCq; C0oÞ 
MAX8Ca2C0UBðCq; CaÞ < jjq; ojj that contradicts with
our assumption. Consequently, the assumption is
invalid and the proof completes. tu
After finding UBðdmaxÞ, the client can retrieve the kNN
candidates Canq via a range query with d ¼ UB(dmax).
With the help of the single source Dijkstra’s algorithm, the
client can explore the partial road network, and the first k
visited objects in Canq will be returned as the result set.
The pseudo-code of the kNN query algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2:NPI-Based kNNQuery Processing on Air
Input: a source point q, an integer k and a dataset S
Output: k objects in S closest to q
Procedure:
1: Q ;; count 0; UBðdmaxÞ  0;
2: TuneIntoChannel();
3: NPIHeader = retrieveIndexHeader();
4: locate the grid cell Cq containing q;
5: read the qth row Rq corresponding to Cq in the
matrix;
6: sort the cells Ci based on non-descending order of
aq;i and maintained in Q;
7: while Q is not empty do
8: Ci  Q.pop();
9: count ¼ countþ Cij j;
10: UBðdmaxÞ ¼MAXðUBðdmaxÞ; UBðCq; CiÞÞ;
11: if count  k then break;
12: (subGraph, Canq) =rangeQueryðq; UBðdmaxÞ; SÞ;
13: return DijkstraExpansion(subGraph, Canq, q, k);
Recall the example in Fig. 7. Suppose a 2NN query is
issued at q. The client first needs to find out UBðdmaxÞ. It first
locates the cell C3 it lies in, and visits the cells Ci in the order
of (C3, C2, C4, C1), following the non-descending order of
a3;i. As jC3j ¼ 1 and jC2j ¼ 1 (i.e., jC3j þ jC2j ¼ k), UBðdmaxÞ
is set to MAXðUBðC3; C3Þ; UBðC3; C2ÞÞ ¼MAXðdiaðC3Þ;
diaðC3Þ þ diaðC2Þ þ b3;2Þ ¼ diaðC3Þ þ diaðC2Þ þ b3;2 ¼ 4.
Next, the client needs to retrieve all the cells Ci with
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a3;i  UBðdmaxÞ, i.e., cells C2, C3 and C4, to construct the par-
tial road network locally. Finally, with Dijkstra’s algorithm,
the first two visited objects o2 and o4 are returned as the
result objects.
4.3 Continuous NN Queries
In real applications, mobile users might issue queries when
they are moving. For example, a taxi driver may keep asking
for the closest client while he/she is driving. This is known
as the continuous nearest neighbor (CNN) queries [18], [19].
Given a query path P ðv1; v2; . . . ; vLÞ in a road network, the
CNN query finds a set of kNN results corresponding to each
segment (namely valid interval) in P . The kNN results of all
query points lying on one valid interval are identical, and the
start/end points of all the valid intervals are called split
points. A naive solution to support CNN queries is to contin-
uously issue kNN queries along each moving point. How-
ever, it is not efficient as the answers to kNN queries issued
at nearby locations might be same. Consequently, a more
efficient search algorithm is needed to support CNN queries.
Recall that kNN search algorithm presented above uti-
lizes the parameter UBðdmaxÞ to find the answer objects.
Given two kNN queries issued at two different locations
within the same grid cell, they share the same UBðdmaxÞ. In
other words, the NPI-based kNN search algorithm only con-
siders the grid cell where the query is issued, but not the
exact location of the query point. That is to say the kNN can-
didates and the partial road network remain the same if the
client does not move out of the current grid cell. Conse-
quently, if the client issues kNN queries when moving,
she/he needs not tune into the channel to download new
candidates or new adjacency lists if she/he is still within
the current grid cell. We also find that even if the client
leaves the current grid cell but has not moved a long dis-
tance, the kNN candidates and partial road network will
still remain the same, as stated in Lemmas 5 and 6.
Lemma 5. Given a query point q, let UB(dmax) be the upper
bound calculated using Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, Canq be the
set of kNN candidates returned by algorithm 2, and dk be the
distance from q to its kth NN. For a new query point q0, if
jjq; q0jj  ðUBðdmaxÞ  dkÞ=2, then Canq contains q0’s kNN,
i.e., jjq; q0jj  UBðdmaxÞdk2 ) kNNðq0; k; SÞ  Canq.
Proof. Assume the above statement is invalid, and one of
q0’s k nearest neighbors o0 is not in Canq. Let {o1, o2 . . ., ok}
be the kNN result of q. Based on the triangle inequality,
we have (1  i  k)
jjq0; oijj  jjq0; qjj þ jjq; oijj  jjq0; qjj þ dk:
For jjq0; qjj  UBðdmaxÞdk2 , we have (1  i  k)
jjq0; oijj  UBðdmaxÞdk2 þ dk ¼ UBðdmaxÞþdk2 :
That is to say, there are k objects (i.e., o1; o2; . . . ; ok)
whose distances to q0 are smaller than ðUBðdmaxÞ þ
dkÞ=2. For o0 is not in Canq, so o0 is in the grid cell
whose minimum distance to q is larger than UBðdmaxÞ,
that is, jjq; o0jj > UBðdmaxÞ. As jjq; o0jj  jjq; q0jj þ jjq0; o0jj,
we have jjq0; o0jj  jjq; o0jj  jjq; q0jj > UBðdmaxÞ  jjq0; qjj.
For jjq0; qjj  UBðdmaxÞdk2 , we have jjq0; o0jj > UBðdmaxÞ 
UBðdmaxÞdk
2 ¼ UBðdmaxÞþdk2 . Consequently, there are k
objects (i.e., o1; o2; . . . ; ok) whose distances to q
0 are
smaller than jjq0; o0jj. This contradicts our assumption
and the proof completes. tu
Lemma 6. Assume q and q0 satisfy all the conditions specified in
Lemma 5, and let G0 be the partial road network downloaded
for kNN search at the query point q. The shortest path from q0
to its kNN won’t pass a node outside G0.
Proof. The proof is straightforward based on the proof of
Lemma 2 and Lemma 5, and hence it is ignored for space
saving. tu
Continue the example 2NN query depicted in Fig. 7 with
UBðdmaxÞ ¼ 4, the partial road network G0 formed by cells
C2, C3 and C4, Canq ¼ {o2, o3, o4}, and dk ¼ jjq; o4kj ¼ 1.2.
Suppose the client moves to a new location v4. Although v4
is located in a different grid cell, the moving distance
jjv4; v5jj ¼ 1 < ðUBðdmaxÞ  dkÞ=2. Consequently, the 2NN of
q0 is still within Canq and G0 remains valid. If the moving
distance of the client exceeds (UBðdmaxÞ  dk)/2, the client
needs to tune into the channel to get the new kNN candi-
dates and retrieve new partial road network. At the down-
loading step, if the new partial road network overlaps with
the former one, we can ignore the retrieval of the over-
lapped portion as it is locally available.
Accordingly, we propose to decompose a given CNN
query path P ðv1; v2; . . . ; vLÞ into disjoint space valid seg-
ments, denoted as SVS1; SVS2; . . . ; SVSl, and all the query
points lying on a space valid segment share the same kNN
candidates and partial road network. In other words, the
client only needs to issue an kNN query at the starting
point of a space valid segment to retrieve the kNN candi-
dates and partial road network. For the rest points along
the space valid segment, no downloading from the wireless
channel is necessary. The pseudo-code of the query path
decomposition is depicted in Algorithm 3. We want to
highlight that this step is the key of our CNN algorithm,
which helps to reduce the tuning time and shorten access
latency significantly.
Algorithm 3:NPI-Based Space Validation for CNN
Input: a query path P ðv1; v2; . . . ; vLÞ
Output: space valid segment ðSVS1; SVS2; . . . ; SVSlÞ
Procedure:
1: start 1; G00  ;; n ¼ 1
2: while start  L do
3: TuneIntoChannel();
4: Cq  the grid cell that contains vstart; G0  ;;
5: Compute UBðdmaxÞ of vstart using Algorithm 2;
6: for each grid cell Ci with ai;q  UBðdmaxÞ do
7: if Ci 2 G00 then copy Ci to G0;
8: else retrieve Ci and add it to G
0 and G00;
9: Search the kNN of vstart based on G
0;
10: Find the first node vi in P that jjvstart; vijj >
ðUBðdmaxÞ  dkÞ=2;
11: Output SVSn ðvstart; . . . ; vi1Þ; nþþ
12: start ¼ i;
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Suppose a given query path is decomposed into several
space valid segments, we now explain how to process
CNN locally for a given space valid segment. We adopt
the approach proposed in [18] to further decompose a
space valid segment into several valid intervals via split
points. Given the fact that the result set remains the same
for CNN queries issued at any point along a valid interval,
we only invoke an kNN query at the starting point of a
valid interval.
5 GRID GRANULARITY SELECTION
Notice that all the algorithms we develop are based on the
pre-computed distance bound information. The more pre-
cise the distance bound is, the more powerful the pruning
is, the less the information retrieval is and hence the more
efficient the query processing is. Obviously, the grid size
directly affects the precision of the distance bounds. In an
extreme case where each grid contains at most one point,
the distance bound reflects the real network distance
between any two points. In order to facilitate the selection
of a proper grid size, we develop an analytical model to ana-
lyze the impact of grid size on the system performance.
Intuitively, a fine granularity achieves tighter bound of
the search space but leads to larger index size. Both the size
of the index and the size of grid cells affect the tuning time
and access latency, so there is a tradeoff between different
grid partitions. Recall that we always partition the entire
road network into 2i  2i uniform grids, in purpose of utiliz-
ing the Hilbert curve. Let PSi be a uniform partitioning
strategy that partitions the service area into 2i  2i uniform
grids. For simplicity, we assume that both the nodes and
the objects of the road network are uniformly distributed in
each grid cell. Let DS be the data size (in Bytes) of the entire
road network, including the adjacency lists and the object
information. Then the data size of each grid GSi of PSi is
DS
2i2i ¼ DS4i . For the index size, as depicted in Fig. 5, assume
that both the number of objects (i.e., jCij) and the distance
between two points (i.e., diaðCiÞ, aa;b, and ba;b) occupy 4
Bytes, then the size of the NPI index ISi is 12NGi þ 8NG2i
¼ 4iþ1ð3þ 2 4iÞ. As we employ the (1, m) index scheme,
the cycle length of PSi is
Cyclei ¼ DS þm ISi:
Let r be the average query scope of all range queries (notice
that an kNN query is also answered via a range query), and
Readi be the number of grids of PSi that downloaded by a
range query with radius of r. As the approximation of Readi
for r in road networks is affected by many factors, which
make the analysis very complicated. In this paper, we sim-
plify the analysis by using the euclidean space and assume
that r  wi2 . Assume that the road network in embedded in a
L L euclidean space, then for a partition strategy PSi, the
width of a grid wi ¼ L2i. For a range query with radius r,
Equation (2) states the expected number of grids retrieved
and its proof is presented in Appendix, which can be found
on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.
ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TKDE.2014.2330836.
Readi ¼ 1þ 4r
wi
þ pr
2
wi2
: (2)
Let TTi and ATi be the tuning time and access latency of a
range query with radius of r respectively, we have
TTi ¼ ISi þReadi GSi, and ATi ¼ CycleiþReadiGSi2 . Assume
we use the Equation (3) to evaluate the performance of a a
wireless data broadcast system, where a 2 ð0; 1Þ is a param-
eter to balance tuning time and access latency.
Systemi ¼ a TTi þ ð1 aÞATi; (3)
Let t ¼ 2i, based on the above analysis we have
Systemi ¼ 4ð2aþmmaÞt4 þ 6ð2aþmmaÞt2
þ 2r 	DS 	 ð3 aÞ
L 	 t þ
DS 	 ð3 aÞ
2t2
þ L
2 	DS 	 ð1 aÞ þ pr2 	DS 	 ð3 aÞ
2L2
:
(4)
From Equation (4), we estimate the formulation of
Systemi, a function of i. By computing the minimum objec-
tive function value of Equation (4) and gaining the value of i
accordingly, we can select the optimal grid granularity. The
derivative of Systemi is a polynomial with power higher
than 5. According to the Abel-Ruffini theorem [20], there is
no general algebraic solution to polynomial equations of
degree 5 or higher. So there is no a formula of the optimal i,
andwe present the optimal selecting result in Section 6.
6 EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate
the performance of NPI for supporting range queries, kNN
queries, and CNN queries in road networks. Some state-of-
the-art road-network query processing techniques are imple-
mented as the competitors, including RNE and INE
algorithms [3], NVD algorithm [2], and NGE algorithm [1].
All the algorithmswere implemented in C++, and the perfor-
mance evaluation is simulated on a Genuine Intel(R) 1.80
GHz PC with 3.00G RAM, running Microsoft Windows 7
Ultimate. We first briefly describe the experimental settings,
and then present the experimental results.
6.1 Experimental Setup
Two real road network datasets are used in our simulation.
They are the City of Oldenburg (OL) Road Network and the
California (CAL) Road Network from [21]. The OL road net-
work contains 6,105 nodes and 7,035 edges, while CAL con-
sists of 21,048 nodes and 21,693 edges. For each road
network, a set of objects are randomly generated and uni-
formly distributed over the network. Even though our
framework can handle objects of different sizes, for the sake
of simplicity, we fix the size of an object at 128 bytes.
The evaluation is run on a simulator which consists of a
server, a client and a broadcast channel. The server pre-
computes the distance bound matrix and the diameter of
each cell. The pre-computation information along with the
road network data is broadcast on the channel repeatedly.
We run only one client in our simulation for simplicity,
because the number of the clients will not affect the
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performance of a broadcast system. For each set of experi-
ments, 400 randomly issued queries are evaluated and the
average performance is reported. As mentioned before, we
assume the query issuing points are always at the network
nodes although our algorithms can be easily extended to
support cases where queries are issued along the edges. We
adopt both the access latency and tuning time as the main
performance metrics. For simplicity, we assume the band-
width is fixed and measure AT and TT in terms of number
of bytes of the data transferred in the wireless channel
instead of actual clock time in the client side.
In our experimental studies, we mainly consider the
impacts caused by four parameters. They are the number of
results k asked by kNN queries, the distance d of range
queries, the object density, and the number of grid cells N .
Table 1 lists their values with the underlined values stand-
ing for the default settings. Notice that DN refers to the
diameter of the road network, jSj refers to the number of
object set S, and jV j refers to the number of nodes in the
road network. Without loss of generality, we vary the value
of one parameter in each set of experiments while the other
three parameters are set at their defaults.
6.2 Cycle Length
First, we report the broadcast cycle length of different
indexes. We use OL dataset with the object density set to
0:1. Here, a broadcast cycle consists of the index and the
data with data referring to the structure of the road network
and the object information. Both RNE and INE are based on
Dijkstra’s algorithm, so they do not maintain any special
index and employ the adjacency lists of all nodes to repre-
sent the road network. NGE carries the distance vector of
each node in its index, and the number of reference nodes is
set to 10 that is the default setting used by [1]. NVD main-
tains the Voronoi cells of all the objects in the road network
as its index. NPI broadcast grid partition information and
some pre-computed distance information in its index. As its
size is determined by the number of grid cells, we test the
performance of NPI with 42, 43, 44 grid cells, denoted as
NPI-16, NPI-64, and NPI-256 respectively. Notice that we
set the number of grid cells as 4i is to simplify the Hilbert-
Curve based ordering. Except RNE and INE, we adopt (1,
m) scheme to generate the broadcast program with the
value ofm set to its optimal value [10].
The experimental result is listed in Table 2. It is observed
that RNE and INE have the smallest cycle, because they do
not maintain any index. Among other schemes, NPI-16 has
a pretty small index and its broadcast cycle length is very
close to that of RNE and INE. Both NGE and NVD have rela-
tively long broadcast cycle which is mainly caused by the
large size of the index. The cycle length has a direct impact
on the access latency. Our following experimental studies
will further verify this.
6.3 Evaluating Different Grid Granularities
In the following, we evaluate the performance of NPI with
different grid granularities. The road network is partitioned
into 2i  2i uniform grids, where i varies from 0 to 4, i.e., the
number of grids ranges from 1, to 4, to 16, to 64, and to 256.
The partition strategy with i ¼ 0 is the same as the RNE
algorithm, of which each broadcast cycle contains only the
adjacency lists and the objects information of the road net-
work. The average query scope of range queries is set as
0.1DN , where DN is the diameter of the road network. Fig. 8
plots the system performance of NPI estimated by the
model developed in Section 5. The x-axis corresponds to the
number of grids, and the y-axis corresponds to the system
performance Systemi ¼ a TTi þ ð1 aÞATi. For different
broadcast systems may have different preferences to tuning
time and access latency, we vary the parameter a from 13, to
1
2, and to
2
3. From Fig. 8 we can see that partition strategies
with 16 or 64 grids gain the best performance for different
a. The correctness of the model will be further demon-
strated in the following experiments where we can get the
real performance of NPI with different grid partition
granularities.
6.4 Range Query
Next, we conduct experiments to evaluate the performance
of NPI-16, NPI-64, RNE, and NGE in answering range
queries. Since each range query has to explore the sub-road-
network that is within d distance to the query issuing point,
the number of objects would not significantly affect the per-
formance and hence we ignore the impact of object density
but fix that at 0.1. The radius of range query is varied from
0.01DN , to 0.05DN , to 0.1DN , and to 0.2DN .
The performance of different methods is plotted in Fig. 9.
It can be observed from Figs. 9a and 9c that both NPI-16
and NPI-64 are superior to other methods in terms of tuning
time, especially for range queries with small radius. For
TABLE 1
Parameter Settings
Parameter Setting
k 1, 5, 10, 15
Query scope ðd=DNÞ 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2
Object density ( Sj j= Vj j) 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2
Number of cells(N) 16, 64, 256
Fig. 8. Evaluation on grid granularity selection.
TABLE 2
Broadcast Cycle Length
Method Index size (byte) Data size (byte) Cycle length (byte)
RNE/INE 0 367764 367764
NGE-10 244200 367764 611964
NVD 1152045 76800 1076800
NPI-16 2196 367764 389724
NPI-64 33300 367764 700764
NPI-256 526356 367764 5631324
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example, to answer range queries with d ¼ 0:01DN , NPI-64
requires only 15 percent of the tuning time of RNE for both
OL and CAL road networks. Even for range queries with
large radius, the advantage of our NPI is still significant.
As for the access latency as depicted in Figs. 9b and 9d,
all the methods can finish the query processing within one
broadcast cycle. Even though RNE has the shortest cycle,
NPI-16 actually incurs a shorter access latency than RNE
consistently, and NPI-64 also has a smaller access latency
than RNE in some cases. This is because NPI only down-
loads a subset of the broadcast data, which is organized
based on the Hilbert curve value and will not stretch the
entire cycle.
Besides, this set of experiments gives a comparison
between the performance of NPI-16 and NPI-64. NPI-16 has
smaller index size, so the cycle is shorter, resulting in smaller
access latency; while NPI-64 has finer grid cells, which pro-
vide a tighter upper bound and hence smaller search space
for range query, resulting in shorter tuning time. In other
words, when access latency is more important (e.g., a ¼ 13),
NPI-16 is expected to perform better than NPI-64; on the con-
trary, when tuning time is more important (e.g., a ¼ 23), NPI-
64 is expected to produce a better system performance than
NPI-16. We want to highlight these findings are consistent
with the observations obtained from our analytic model pre-
sented and evaluated in Sections 5 and 6.3, respectively.
6.5 kNN Query
Then, we compare the performance of NPI for support-
ing kNN queries with existing INE (based on Dijkstra’s
algorithm), NGE with 10 reference nodes (denoted as
NGE-10), and NVD. We vary the number of NN (i.e., k),
the number of grid cells, and the object density in the
following experiments.
First, we evaluate the performance of different algo-
rithms under various k values, as reported in Fig. 10. The
objects density is fixed at 0.1, while k ranges from 1, to 5, to
10, and to 15. We consider only small k in our experiments
because it’s unpractical to display a large number of NNs
on the small screen of mobile devices.
Take a look at the tuning time performance that is pre-
sented in Figs. 10a and 10c. We find that NPIs with different
grid partitions outperform other method consistently, and
NPI-256 performs best. This is because the pre-computation
information carried by NPI enables the clients to prune the
search space effectively. In contrast, clients under other
schemes have to listen to the entire cycle. Notice that NVD
for 1NN queries needs only listen to the first Voronoi dia-
gram that contains the query point. However, for the kNN
queries with k > 1, the clients have to listen to the adjacent
diagrams so that the entire cycle needs to be downloaded.
We also observe that the tuning time of NPIs increases as k
becomes larger. This is because the upper bound of the dis-
tance between the query point and the kth NN is enlarged
by k, so the clients would process range query with larger
radius (see the details of kNN search algorithms in the client
side in Section 4.2). However, even under a relatively large
k, the tuning time of NPIs is still smaller than that of other
methods. For example, for k = 15, the tuning time of NPI-64
is about 40 percent of that under INE.
As for the access latency that is depicted in Figs. 10b and
10d, NPI-16 and INE perform the best because of the small
index size. NPI-64 also demonstrates a good performance,
compared with NGE-10 and NVD. NPI-256, though very
energy efficient, has a large access latency because of the
large index size.
Similar as previous experimental study, this set of experi-
ments also demonstrates the the strength and weakness of
NPI under different grid partitioning. NPI-256 has finer
grid cells so that the diameter of each cell is smaller, which
can provide a tighter upper bound of the kth NN’s distance.
It offers a good tuning time performance, but may force the
clients to wait for a long time to retrieve all the necessary
network data as the index duplicated in each cycle is very
large. It is expected to provide a good system performance
when tuning time is more important (e.g., large a), and the
decrease of a causes its performance downgrades that is
consistent with the analytic model (e.g. Fig. 8). On the other
hand, both NPI-16 and NPI-64 have relatively small index
size so that the access latency is smaller than that under
NPI-256. However, with large grid cell, the diameter of
each cell is large so that the pruning power is not that pow-
erful which explains why their corresponding tuning time
performance is relatively longer.
Fig. 9. Performance of range query vs. radius.
Fig. 10. Performance of kNN queries vs. k.
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Second, we evaluate the performance of different indexes
under various object density, as reported in Fig. 11. To sim-
plify the comparison, we assume the number of grid cells is
fixed at 64 for NPI. In addition, NVD is not as competitive as
others for both tuning time and access latency, and hence it
is ignored in this set of experiments. It is observed that the
tuning time and access latency of both INE and NGE
increase as the objects become denser in the road network.
This is because INE and NGE always listen to the entire
cycle to process kNN queries, and the cycle becomes longer
as the number of objects increases. In contrast, NPI-64 per-
forms much more stable to the variation of the object den-
sity. This is because NPI enables the clients to check the
number of objects in each grid cell to calculate the upper
bound of the distance of the kth NN. When the objects den-
sity becomes denser, the upper bound decreases which
prunes away more unnecessary grid cells.
6.6 CNN Query
We also conduct experiments to evaluate the CNN query
performance of different approaches. The parameter
QueryPathLengthRation (QPLR) represents the ratio of the
query path length to the diameter of the road network. The
query path is generated by the shortest path between two
randomly selected nodes in the road network.
Two approaches for CNN queries in road networks are
selected as the competitors: CNVD (NVD-based CNN
algorithm) [19], and the UNICONS [18], denoted as
CNVD and UNICONS. CNVD is similar to NVD; while
UNICONS pre-computes the 10NN of all intersection points
(the nodes with degree larger than 2) and broadcasts the
NN lists, along with the adjacency lists and the object
information to the clients.
First, we evaluate the performance of different
approaches under different settings of QPLR. The object
density is fixed at 0.1 and QPLR ranges from 0.02 to 0.2.
Fig. 12 shows the performance for the OL and CAL data-
sets for answering CNN queries with k ¼ 10. For CNVD
and UNICONS, both the tuning time and access latency
equal to the cycle length. On the other hand, NPI-64 ena-
bles space pruning, and its performance varies as QPLR
changes. On average, NPI-64 only requires 55 percent of
tuning time of UNICONS and 24 percent of tuning time of
CNVD under OL dataset, and it requires 50 percent of tun-
ing time of UNICONS and 20 percent of tuning time of
CNVD under CAL dataset. However, we also observe
that NPI-64 suffers from a longer access latency than
UNICONS. This is because the CNN search algorithm
under NPI index allows the clients to tune into the channel
to update the partial road network and kNN candidates
only when they arrive at the first point of a new SVS. For
each SVS, the access latency is guaranteed not exceeding
one cycle. Before they move out of the current SVS, no
additional access latency occurs. Considering the time cost
by the clients for moving out of the current SVS, the total
access latency is relatively small and will not affect the
user experience.
Next, we evaluate the performance of the three
approaches for supporting CNN queries for different k.
We fix QPLR at 0.1, and vary k from 1 to 15. The object
density is also fixed at 0.1 for both OL and CAL datasets.
The result is plotted in Fig. 13. NPI is more energy-efficient
than CNVD and UNICONS for different k. This is because;
1) the pre-computation by NPI helps clients prune the
needless regions; 2) the statements in Lemma 5 and
Lemma 6 avoid the clients keeping tuning into the channel
repeatedly as the clients move to a new position. On
Fig. 13. The performance of CNN queries versus k.
Fig. 12. The performance of CNN queries versusQPLR.
Fig. 11. The performance of 10NN queries versus object density.
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average, for the OL dataset, NPI consumes only 57 percent
of UNICONS’s tuning time, and 25 percent of CNVD’s.
However, NPI requires longer access latency than UNI-
CONS in most cases.
6.7 Comparison of Different Partition Strategies
As mentioned in Section 3.1, there are different strategies
to partition the road network into smaller cells. Although
we adopt the grid partition as the default strategy, NPI is
actually independent on the underlying network partition-
ing algorithms. In last set of experiments, we demonstrate
that NPI is flexible to accommodate different partitioning
strategies.
We implement kd-Tree as a representative network
partitioning that generates non-uniform grid cells. Due to
the space limitation, we combine the access latency and
tuning time, and present in Table 3 the system perfor-
mance derived based on Equation (3) with the number of
cells being 64. Here, OL-R (OL-k) represents the perfor-
mance of range query (kNN) under OL dataset with the
radius of the range queries set to 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2, and
CAL-R (CAL-k) represents the performance of range
query (kNN) under CAL dataset with k set to 1, 5, and
15. For easy reference, bold numbers refer to the per-
formances of the winner partition. There are two major
observations. First, both partition strategies have their
own advantages and neither of them outperforms the
other absolutely. Second, the index size of grid partition
is smaller than that of kd-tree partition and consequently
grid partition performs better when the access latency is
much more important (e.g., a ¼ 0:1). On the other hand,
kd-tree partition favors the tuning time performance.
When the tuning time plays a more important role in sys-
tem performance (e.g., a ¼ 0:9), kd-tree performs better.
7 CONCLUSIONS
With the rapid development of wireless communication
technologies and the popularity of mobile devices, the loca-
tion-based services are emerging. This paper proposes an
air index, namely NPI, to support various spatial queries in
road networks in wireless broadcast environment. Algo-
rithms for different spatial queries with NPI at client side
are presented. The performance of NPI is evaluated using
real road networks. The experimental result shows that our
scheme is energy-efficient and access-time-friendly. This
work represents our first step in developing a systematic
framework to support various road network based spatial
queries via wireless broadcast systems. There are a few
important issues we are not able to address in this work
and hopefully we can address them in our future work.
First, we would like to enrich the nature of spatial queries
via exploring the textual description of the objects. Ulti-
mately, the clients can issue queries to locate objects that are
physically close to the clients and semantically similar to
the queries. Second, we assume the underlying wireless
broadcast channel is reliable in this work and do not con-
sider the cases where the information is lost because of net-
work link errors. In the near future, we would like to
address the issue of network link errors and to make sure
our framework is efficient and meanwhile error-resilient.
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